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Abstract
   In sediment transport of sand mixture, the characteristic quantities of sand motion 
are different for each grain size, and it follows that temporal and spatial changes of bed 
constitution must be caused thereby. Therefore, the characteristic quantities of sand 
motion for each grain size should  be clarified in relation to bed constitution to describe 
sediment transport process and subsequent phenomena in alluvial beds composed of sand 
mixtures. At first, mechanical properties of rough bed composed of sand mixture are 
investigated in relation to grain size distribution, and particularly the statistical properties 
of relative height and angle of escape of exposed particles are inspected by a simulation 
method. Next, the so-called critical tractive force for each grain size, which is one of 
the most fundamental quantities, is here theoretically investigated. On its estimation, the 
equivalent sand roughness of mixed sand bed is necessary and a new model using the 
concept of equivalent size of non-uniform particulate materials is proposed. Moreover, 
the other characteristic quantities of sediment motion for each grain size are inspected 
based on a film analyzing method. These research projects must give important  informa-
tion to describe various kinds of alluvial phenomena observed in natural rivers of which 
beds are composed of widely distributed sands and gravels.
1. Introduction
    In sediment transport of sand mixture, the difference of characteristic 
quantities for each grain size causes a change of bed constitution as well as 
the change of transport process itself. Such a complicated phenomenon cannot 
be explained by applying a sediment transport formula as an all-round expression, 
but the individual constituent elements of transport process must be investigated 
for each grain size in relation to bed constitution and the process as a whole 
must be described based on this relationship. 
    The most suggestive research for this problem is Egiazaroff's  one,' where 
the critical tractive force for each grain size has been derived, and this has 
been applied to the sediment transport rate formulae by  Hirano' and Ashida et 
 al.' However, gradation properties of sand mixtures have not been sufficiently 
considered in Egiazaroff's model, and a mere substitution of the critical tractive
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force for each grain size given by Egiazaroff's model to bed load transport 
formula in equilibrium condition cannot be appropriate because a non-equilibrium 
situation is inevitably caused in any transport process of sand mixtures. There-
fore, more detailed treatment is necessary for this kind of problem. 
    In this paper, the characteristics of grain size distribution of a sand mixture 
are at first inspected, particularly the relation between the characteristics of bed 
surface constitution and grain size distribution of an entire mixture is inspected 
because individual sediment motion and subsequent bed changes can only depend 
upon the top layer of the sand bed. On the other hand, sediment transport 
process can be divided into the two  sub-processes: incipient motion and travelling 
process of moving particles. The former can be represented by the so-called 
critical tractive force, and a physical model is derived under  consideration of 
mechanical properties of sand mixtures. Furthermore, the estimation of sediment 
pick-up rate for each grain size, which is a better representation of incipient 
motion than the critical tractive force, is investigated based on this model. As 
it is difficult to make a physical model for travelling sub-process, it is mainly 
investigated based on experimentally obtained data. Namely, so-called consti-
tuent elements of bed load transport formulae are measured by a flume experi-
ment and their characteristics are inspected from a viewpoint of mechanics of 
particle motion. These measurements are performed by a film-analyzing method 
using a 16 mm movie camera and a dynamic frame. 
2. Mechnical Properties of Bed Composed of Sand Mixture 
2.1 Fundamental consideration on grain size distribution 
    The properties of an entire mixture are usually represented by a weight 
basis distribution of grain size, which is obtained by a sieve analysis. The 
density function of this weight basis distribution of the entire mixture is to be 
expressed by p  (d). By the way, sediment motion and subsequent bed changes 
are limited to the region near the bed surface, and only the materials exposed 
at the bed surface are significant.  In case of sand mixtures, grain size distri-
bution of the exposed materials must be different from that of the entire mixture. 
Particularly, a number basis distribution of the exposed materials is significant 
for an analysis of individual sediment motion, and its density function is to be 
represented by  p  (d)  . Moreover, in case of the sampling of bed surface materials 
using grease, wax or spatula, the weight basis distribution of the exposed ma-
terials is adopted, and its density function is to be represented by  15(d). In 
any study on sediment mixtures, the above-mentioned three distributions are often 
used, and it is necessary to clarify the basic relations among them. 
   When  1,  (d) is known,  I; (d) can be calculated using the following equation, 
because a weight basis distribution is identical with a volume based one.
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            (d) =  p (d)  d3/  f  ep  (v)  del (1) 
 a where a is the maximum diameter and b is the minimum one of the sand mixture. 
Inversely, the following equation is valid. 
                                        rb
            :13(d) = {P (d) /d3} /(v) te} d71(2) 
                                       a 
    By the way, a sample of the thickness of one sand grain of exposed ma-
terials should be gathered. If, on the other hand, the gathering thickness of 
the sample becomes large  enougu, the sample would represent the entire mixture. 
When  13(d) and the number of sampled exposed sand grains N are given, the 
number of exposed grains of which diameter is in the interval [d,  d+  zld] is 
 Np (d) Ad. If the sampling thickness is s and the gradation of the mixture is 
homogeneous in depth, the number of grains of this size-class involved in the 
sample is  Np (d)  zid  •  (s  /  Aid)  , where  A, is one dimensional geometrical coefficient 
of sand. Hence, p (d) can be calculated from  Ty; (d) as follows. 
       p (d) =  Np (d)  •  (s  /  A,d)  •  A3d3  /  (N  s (77)  dv} 
      =  d'fi (d) /  e  p  (77) (3) 
 a where  A3 is three-dimensional geometrical coefficient of sand. According to the 
above equation, p (d) can be also regarded as the density function of the area 
occupied by the sand grains of diameter d. Hence, when p (d) is known, 
                                          rb -1; (d) =  {p (d) /d2} / j a {P (77)  /r12} dV(4) 
The mean diameters are defined for the above three  distributions; p  (d)  ,  p (d) 
and  p  (d)  ,  respectively: 
  Jr brb     dm=77P COd77di? ,vi; (V)(5)  a a a 
These are the weight basis mean diameter of the entire mixture, the number 
basis and the weight basis mean diameters of the exposed materials, respectively. 
Similarly, several kinds of median diameters can be defined. 
    The above-mentioned relationships have been verified experimentally. In 
the experiments, three kinds of sand mixtures which were artificially prepared 
were used, and p (d) was predetermined for each mixture. The sample mixtures 
were colored by six kinds of volatile ink in order to distinguish the individual 
classes of grain size from one another. Sand beds composed of these mixtures 
were carefully prepared and the bed constitutions were inspected by photo to 
obtain  fi  (d)  . Moreover, the top layers of the test beds were carefully lifted off 
by a spatula, and sieve analyses of dried samples were done to get  p  (d)  . p  (d)  ,
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                       Fig. 1 Measured Grain Size Distributions. 
 fi (d) and -fi (d) are shown in Fig. 1 by accumulated probabilities, and they are 
compared with theoretically calculated curves. From this figure, it is recognized 
that  T, (d) can be measured by photo with good accuracy, and p  (d) and -fi  (d) can 
be mutually converted. On the other hand,  'fi (d) can be measured by the 
lifting-off method with less accuracy because of the difficulty of this technique, 
and thus a direct sampling method of the exposed materials must be improved in 
future. 
2.2 Some calculations for typical distributions 
    Grain size distribution of sand mixture is liable to show an asymmetric 
type, and a log-normal type is frequently adopted.  In fact, most of the previous 
data in fields show the adaptability of a log-normal  distribution.'' Moreover, 
in case of log-normal distribution, theoretical calculation is easy. However, 
the range of sand diameter in this case is (0, oo) against the fact. The simplest 
case where the maximum and the minimum are finite is a "log-linear" type of 
distribution, of which distribution curve is linear on a semi-logarithmic paper. 
Here, these two types of distribution are inspected. 
   When the weight basis distribution of the entire mixture follows a log-
normal one,  p(d) is expressed as follows: 
      I.4)2}         P (V) chi = 7rexp{—(log v — log d (log v) (6)  log  6g \/2  2  log26, 
where 
   log d„= log 7/p (v)(Iv; log 6g= IS(log7/ —  log d„)2 pCO (411/2 (7) 
                   00 
 d50 is the geometric mean diameter, which is identical with the median diameter, 
and log  6g is the geometric standard deviation. Moreover,  a, is the log-standard 
geometric deviation, and 
 6,,  =  Vida  dm =  d84/  cI50=  d50/di8 (8)
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where  die is the size for which  h% of the entire materials are finer by weight. 
The calculations using Eqs. (4) and (1) show that  p (d) and  —P (d) become 
similar to Eq.  (6)  . In other words, if a log-normal distribution is available, 
all distributions are also log-normal irrespectively of sample or basis, and the 
log-standard geometric deviation is invariant. Moreover, the above calculations 
give the following relations. 
 In  (a50/ d50) =  —21n269 (9) 
 ln  (40/d5o)  =  1n26, (10) 
where  (150 and  c2-50 are number basis and weight basis median diameters of the 
exposed materials, respectively. Furthermore, using Eq.  (5)  , some mean dia-
meters are calculated, and 
 In  (din/  d,o) =  (1/2)  1n26, (11) 
 ln  (din/  dao) = — (3/2)  In26g (12) 
 ln  (4/4) =  (3/2)  1n26, (13) 
The relationships given by the above equations are illustrated in Fig. 2. The 
results of direct calculations based on Eqs. (1) (5) are also plotted there. 
    When the weight basis distribution of the entire mixture follows a log-
linear one, its distribution function P (d) and its density function p (d) are ex-
pressed by the following equations. 
 P  (C)  =  0.5  +  (0.34/In  6,)  •  In  C (14) 
                p  (c) =  (0.34/ln  6,)  •  (1/C) (15) 
where C-_—_d/ d„, and  cla  cl„ for convenience' sake. The limits of the dis-
tributing range,  Co and  C, are given by 
 co  =0.0. -1.47 ;= 47 (16) 
In this case, the weight basis mean diameter of the entire mixture is analyti-
cally calculated, and 
                    dm/ d5o=-6g1.47) /2.94  ln ag (17) 
 P  (C) can be converted to-I,-(C)  , and  am/  40 can be calculated also analytically. 
 P  (C) =  (02'94—  (C.  /  CS) (18) 
 cim/d5o=  2/  (0-g1.47+  6g-1-47) (19) 
Moreover,  ii,o/  d,,, can be obtained by putting  rb = 0.5, and 
 a50/6/50  „02/  (6g2. 94  +  6g-2.  94)  (20) 
The relationships between  ag and the characteristic diameters such asd„,ii 
and  ("150 are shown in Fig. 3, where some directly calculated values are also
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plotted. These results are compared with the theoretical curves for log-normal 
type, and it is recognized that the changes of the characteristic quantities due 
to  6, in case of log-linear type are more gradual than those in case of log-normal 
type. This tendency may depend upon whether the range of distribution is 
restricted or not. 
    Furthermore, some specialized distributions are inspected. At first, two 
kinds of distributions schematically illustrated in Fig.  4  (a) are compared to 
each other: Sand W, widely distributed along both edges of distributing range 
of sand diameter, and Sand N, narrowly distributed along the both edges. The 
characteristic diameters calculated using the method similar to the above are 
shown in Fig.  4  (b). Next, the asymmetry of the distribution curve on a semi-
logarithmic paper has been inspected. Namely, Sand G and Sand F, distribution 
curves of which are illustrated in Fig.  4  (c)  , are compared to each other. Here, 
apparent values of
/ 69 corresponding to the coarser part of sand mixture and the finer part
,-6             gc----vd84/d50 and agf=--Vd,o/di,  (6,„-  60.=  6,2)  , and a parameter  ref 
 ,/0",,,/6gf are introduced. The calculated results for the characteristic diameters 
are shown in Fig.  4  (d)  . From these analyses, it is recognized that the weight 
basis characteristics such as  cl,, are much influenced by the distribution properties 
of the coarser part, while the number basis characteristics such as  (2,„ are by
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those of the finer part. 
2.3 The characteristics of rough bed composed of sand mixtures by 
    simulation method 
    Though the most fundamental property of bed surface related to sediment 
motion is the number basis distribution of materials exposed at the bed surface, 
the relative position of individual exposed particle on the bed such as relative 
height and angle of escape must be clarified. However, an analytical treatment 
of this problem is difficult, and thus, the bed constitution is idealized and a 
numerical simulation is derived to inspect the fundamental properties as expressed 
by relative height and angle of escape. 
    For simplicity, an idealized two dimensional model is adopted here. The 
basic rough bed is considered at first, which is formed by non-uniform particles 
arranged for their centers to be connected in a straight line. It is assumed
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that the exposed particles are placed on this basic rough bed under stable states, 
as shown in Fig.  5  (a)  . The arrangement of non-uniform particles composing 
a basic rough bed and the patterns of stable states are probabilistic. These 
are here considered statistically using the number basis probability density func-
tion of exposed particles. 
   At first,  p (d) is given and this is converted to  1, (d) by using Eq.  (3). 
Next, random numbers with mean unity following to  15  (d) are produced by 
converting the uniformly random numbers, and a hypothetical rough bed is 
determined by arranging the particles whose diameter are equal to the pro-
duced random numbers. 
    When a particle placed on the basic rough bed is put in contact with two 
particles composing the basic rough bed as shown in Fig. 5  (a)  , the coordinate 
of the center of the placed particle  (xi,  yi)  , and its angle of escape  9, can be 
expressed by 
           Ri2(  Ri D I2  Xj  =  X  ±( 522 )2 —  + (X i+n— Xi)                                    \ 2 2 /2 (X id—n— XI) 
                                          (21)
 \2  31=(2+ IX .1)2 (22) 
            7"C  =
2—  arcsin  {2y;/  (Ri+ D i+7,)} (23) 
where  Xi and  Xi+,, are x-coordinates of the centers of the two particles con-
tacted with the placed particle, and  Di and  D;  +n are the diameters of these 
two particles respectively; and  Ri is the diameter of the placed particle. By 
Eqs. (21) and  (22),  (xi,  yi) is calculated in succession from the condition  j  =1 
and  n=1. But it is necessary that the obtained point satisfies a condition that 
the three points  (Xi,  0),  (xi,  yi) and  (Xi  F„, 0) can form a triangle. This con-
dition is written as 
          8/( 25+ 2i)2  2) (24) 
The points which do not satisfy the above condition must be rejected. More-
over, even if the above condition is satisfied, impossible states as shown in
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Fig.  5  (b)  , where the particle in the downstream side of the  (j+n)-th particle 
obstructs a particle placed on the bed from contacting the j-th and the  (j+1)-th 
particles, may be involved in the results. These must also be rejected. Its 
criterion is given by  
•^  (xi  -  Xi+n)2  +y  1>R1--f-D  i,7„  (m: arbitrary number) (25) 
Lastly, even if the above conditions are satisfied, unstable states as shown in 
Fig.  5  (c) may be involved in the results, and these must also be  rejected, 
This criterion is given by 
 Xj<xj<Xj,„ (26) 
Under the above conditions,  (xi,  yi) and  135  (j=1,---,2000) have been calculated 
for each  R5 by computer, and their distributions have been inspected. The 
inspections have been carried out for several kinds of grain size distribution 
curves as shown in Fig. 6. 
    In Fig. 7, the average height of the center of exposed particle (the height 
from the level of the line connecting the centers of particles composing a basic 
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rough bed) for each grain size,  yi, is shown against  di/c750. The characteristics 
of  yi are almost invariant among a log-normal type and a log-linear type, and 
the relationship between  yi and  ddc-150 is almost consistent with the broken 
line in the figure. This broken line indicates the theoretical result for a basic 
rough bed composed of uniform particles. In such an idealized case, the height 
of any exposed particle and the angle of escape for each grain size are determi-
nistically given by the following equation. 
 i/c750=  N/{(cii/c150)  +1}2-1 (27) 
 =  arcsin  {cid  (ci,o+  di) } (28) 
   On the other hand, the standard deviation of the height of exposed particle 
for each grain size,  60, is shown in Fig. 8. When  di/i150=1.0, the variation 
coefficient of  {30 is about  0.06,--0.2, and the distribution of  Iyil is comparatively 
narrow. 
    The average value of angle of escape for each grain size, is shown in 
Fig. 9. According to this figure, the effect of  6, in case of log-normal type is 
more appreciable than that in case of log-linear type. The broken line in this 
figure indicates Eq.  (28), and this corresponds to the case  6,—>1. When all 
the particles have the same diameter,  th=7r/6, which is given by putting  ddit,,, 
 =1 in Eq.  (28). Of course, it is the value for an idealized condition, and in 
fact the measured value for sand is larger than this because of the three di-
mensional effect. However, the ratio  14,/  ago may be significant, and the value of 
 80 should be determined experimentally or theoretically after considering the 
three dimensional effect (see Appendix  A). 
   The result for the variation coefficient of angle of escape for each grain 
size is shown in Fig. 10. According to this figure, the variation co-efficient 
of angle of escape for coarser sand is about  0.5,-4.8, and the distribution of 
 {i9J is more significant than that of  fyil. 
   Furthermore, the correlation between  {yj} and  48,} is also inspected. The 
correlation coefficient between  fyil and  {8,1,  ry,,, has been calculated and the 
 Mean'Angle  'of  Escape of Individual Sand  Size.  Jj
                       1._ 
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results are shown in Fig. 11. According to this figure,  O<Toi<0.5, and it 
can be concluded that the height and the angle of escape of individual exposed 
particles on bed surface for each grain size have a weakly positive correlation, 
though the average values,  9, and  0i, have a negative correlation because  -9, 
is larger and  Qi is smaller for coarser sand. A part of data, which are the 
calculated results for the case of log-normal distribution, is shown in Fig. 12, 
and it is concluded that  {n} and  {th} can be regarded as being almost inde-
pendently distributed. In Fig. 12, the correlation between and  Qa is also 
indicated by a broken line. 
3. Theoretical Consideration on Critical Tractive Force for Each Grain 
Size 
3.1 Criterion of incipient motion 
   It can be assumed that particles, except for much finer ones, are dislodged 
from a bed as rolling motion around the particle respectively contacting in down-
stream side in case of weak sediment transport under the condition of nearly 
critical tractive force. Considering the drag force D, the lift force L, and the 
submerged weight of sand W (see Fig.  13), the following equation is obtained 
for the critical condition for a particle of diameter  di. 
 Li  (lift).. 
                                 (Drag)                                  DiApii/'(Angle of sape) 
                   fit •aiii;   WW1  Bed 
 Love' 
( Submerged  Weight) 
                           Fig. 13  Definition Sketch.
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                                     2A3 sin  8,              (29)
 (6  /  p  —  1)  gdi  C  ,,A2(k, sin  i9z + cos  8,) 
      where CD: drag coefficient,  CL: lift coefficient, 6: density of sand, p: density 
       of fluid,  g: gravity acceleration,  it,: local flow velocity near the sand particle, 
 A3: three-dimensional geometrical coefficient of sand, and i9: angle of escape. 
      Moreover, the subscripts, i and c represent the values corresponding to sand of 
      diameter  di and to the critical situation, respectively. In Eq.  (29), it is assumed 
      that  CD and  CL are constant irrespectively of sand diameter, and  k, represents 
      the ratio of  CL to CD. Applying the logarithmic law for flow velocity profile 
      in case of hydraulically rough regime, the dimensionless critical tractive force 
      for each grain size,  r*„, can be obtained. Similarly, the dimensional critical 
      tractive force for uniform sand can be obtained. The obtained value of 
 .4,0 by this method does not necessarily coincide with that widely accepted 
      because of additional effects due to turbulence and sheltering. However, the 
      ratio of to  r,e0 validly indicates the effect of sand mixture. Hence, it is 
      important to estimate this ratio, and the value of  r,cs should be separately 
      estimated by the previously established method for uniform sand. The ratio 
     of to is written by 
 r*ci f
EIn {30.1  (zo/kso)}12(30)                  r*,0L In00.1 (zi/ k,) 1 
       where 
 J  E(8i) —  k, sin 80+ cos fio  sin   •  (31)  sin  go  k,  sin  8i  cos  8, 
      z: the representative height of sand particle from the theoretical wall of velo-
      city profile,  ks: the equivalent sand roughness, and the subscript 0 represents 
      the value in case of uniform sand. 
          If it is assumed that z=-0.63d,  19,=  8° and  ks-  dm,  Eq.  (30) becomes almost 
      identical with the well-known Egiazaroff's  equation." In Egiazaroff's original 
      paper,"  k8 is not always identical with dm, but k, is frequently assumed to be 
      dm for convenience' sake. In this case, the effect of sand mixture is represented 
      only by  Ci-=---di/d„„ and it has been pointed out that the shape of grain size dis-
       tribution cannot be considered. 
      3.2 Statistical situation of exposed particles for each grain size (Esti-
         mation of  z, and  f,  (A)) 
          Here, the results obtained in the preceding chapter are applied, where the 
      statistical properties of height of the center and angle of escape of a particle 
      resting on a rough bed composed of non-uniform particles as shown in Fig.  14  (a) 
      have been investigated. Although the actual situations of river bed surface 
      and exposed particles may be much different from this model, the critical trac-
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      Fig. 14 Embedment Model. 
tive force in case of uniform sand has also been investigated under an idealized 
condition as shown in Fig.  14  (b) in almost all of the previous works. Hence, 
the information obtained from such a simplified model can be significant at least 
on estimating the ratio of the critical tractive force for each grain size of sand 
mixture to that of uniform sand. 
   According to the preceding chapter, the average height of particles resting 
on an idealized bed for each grain size is approximately expressed by the follow-
ing equation irrespectively of grain size distribution as shown in Fig. 7. 
 (di/c/50)  +112-1/2 (32) 
By the way,  z, in Eq. (30) is the height of the center of the exposed particle 
from the theoretical wall of velocity profile, and then this may be slightly 
smaller than  9i. However, the theoretical wall cannot be easily determined 
analytically, and  zi may be approximately estimated by the following equation. 
 zi/ii3O=a(cli/ci50);  a= 0.5 (33) 
   The relationship between sin  Qi and  ei=cidci,, is obtained as shown in 
Fig. 15 based on Fig. 9. From this figure, the relationship between sin  Ni and 
  varies with  ag__Alciad„ in case of a log-normal type of size distribution, 
and in case of sin  {1/  (1 +  ei)  }  . Meanwhile in case of a log-linear 
type, the relation between sin  8, and  ei may not vary appreciably with respect 
to  I, as mentioned in the preceding chapter. 
    As for the angle of escape for uniform sand, the one dimensional model 
gives that sin  30=0.5. Moreover, it is assumed that  le1= 0.85 after the experi-
mental result by  Chepil,' and then,  fE(go is calculated as a function of sin  Ni. 
The relationship between  fE  (i9) and  $i for a log-normal type of size distribution 
is shown in Fig. 16. In case of a log-linear type, the properties of  fE(Ni) 
are almost similar to that for  7-=---_2 of a log-normal type. As the relationship 
between  f  E(31) and  i cannot be represented by any appropriate mathematical 
expression, Fig. 16 should be used in the following.
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Fig. 16 The Relation between  fE(Ri) Fig. 17 Experimental Data for Frictional Angle 
    and  E,. of Sand Mixtures and Theoretical Curve 
                                          of  fE(dm). 
   If a model, where sliding dislodgement is assumed as an incipient motion, 
is adopted, fE  (i9) corresponds to the ratio of the static friction coefficient for 
each grain size of sand mixture to that of uniform sand,  /ibi/  Ao. The variation 
of the average static friction angle of sand mixtures due to the parameter  60 
was measured by  Tsuchiya' for sand mixtures almost following log-normal type 
of size distribution. Such an averaged value may correspond to fE(fim), where 
 8„, is the average angle of escape for sands of dm in mixture. Theoretical 
relationship between  f, (11m) and  60, can be obtained by Fig. 16 and the following 
equation. 
 Em-=dm/ii,o= exp (5/2)  In26,} (34) 
The above equation is valid for a log-normal distribution and is obtained from 
Eqs. (9) and  (11). The comparison between theoretical result and experimental 
data is shown in Fig. 17, and it shows a good agreement. fE ((.3m) is a decreasing 
function of  6,, and from this result it can be concluded that sand mixtures move 
more easily than uniform sand at least from the gravitational or frictional aspect. 
3.3 Equivalent sand roughness of a bed composed of sand mixture 
   When the flow over a rough bed is represented by the so-called logarithmic 
law, the equivalent sand roughness should be estimated. Its estimation, how-
ever, is difficult particularly in case of sand beds composed of sand mixtures. 
In the previous study, dm,  deg and others were adopted as  k, for convenience' 
sake without any physical background. Then, using the concept of "equivalent 
size of sand mixture", a physical model to determine  le, is  proposed!) 
    Now, the flow properties as expressed by velocity profile over a mixed 
sand bed is to be equivalent to that over a uniform sand bed of diameter de. 
Then, tractive forces acting on both beds per unit area must be identified. 
Hence, the following equation must be valid. 
      COaf.-11• 
              DPULAzde2                     —EcDPuLA2d2,2  Pi  (35)  A
2de2 22 A2  „7i2
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where  p, is relative frequency of particles of  di by weight  basis in an entire 
sand mixture, and  E is the so-called sheltering coefficient. It is assumed that  ei 
is constant irrespectively of sand diameter and is equal to  so. Applying the 
logarithmic law for flow velocity profile in case of hydraulically rough regime, 
the following equation is obtained because the friction velocity is common for 
both beds. 
 ln2  (30.1a/a) =  E [1n2  (30.1an/ave)  •pi] (36) 
where  ks=  ad „ =  d,;/ d50,  77,=-  de/  d0, and a is a correction factor because  ks is 
not necessarily equal to grain size even in case of uniform sand. Here, the 
logarithmic law is significant only when 
       di>  (ad,/  30  .1a) (37) 
Hence, it is assumed here that the acting forces in the direction tangential to 
the bed upon the particles finer than  (ade/30.1a) must be zero. Rewriting 
the right hand side of Eq. (36) by continuous size distribution p  (.0  , the follow-
ing equation with respect to  77, is obtained. 
             A (17e) 1n277e — 2B (Ve)In 77,C (77,)  = 0 (38) 
where 
 A  (77e)  =1—  P  (a  '/30.1  a) 
 B  070 =  {1—  P  (aVe/30.1  a)  }  In (30.1/a)  +E'  [In  17] (39) 
 C(r,)=2{1n(30.1  a  /  a)}  +  Eiln277]—  P(ave/30.1  a)  •  1112(30.1  a  /  a) 
  P (x) = p  (v) d rl (40) 
                                                              ale/30,I¢ 
 E' [x]  =xp  (v) del=  E [x]x pdv                 fave/30.1a, 
                                          (41) 
 E[x] =x pdeld 
Though Eq. (38) is difficult to solve analytically, the first approximation of 
its solution can be easily obtained, where the condition given by Eq. (37) is 
removed, as follows. 
      In  77,0=  In  (30.1a  /  a)  E  Lin  72] 
            —  A/1n2  (30.1  a/a) —  In  (30.1a/a)  E  [In  77] —  Var[ln  77] (42) 
where 
 V  ar [x] =  E  [x2] —  {E[x]}2 (43) 
If the distributing range of grain size is narrow enough, the above approximation 
is effective. When a log-normal distribution is adopted,
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 In  77,0= in  (30.1a/a) —  'N/1n2  (30.1a/a) —  1n26, (44) 
On the other hand, when  p  (v) follows a log-linear type, 
 In  veo=  In  (30.1a/a) —  N/1n2  (30.1a/a)  —0.721n% (45) 
    By the way, the higher order approximation of the solution of Eq. (38) 
can be obtained by the following method, in succession. When the j-th approxi-
mation,  72,  .1, is known, the  (j+1)-th approximation,  71,,j,, is a solution of the 
following equation. 
 A  (ve,;)  1n277e,i,  —  2B  (ve,j)  In  ve,j,  +  C  (ve,j)  =  0 (46) 
Therefore, 
              •e,J+1=B07,.,f)—'s,/132  •7,,J) — A  (•7e,5)  •  C  @led) (47) 
The calculated results for  ve and  71,0 are shown in Fig. 18 by solid and dotted 
lines respectively, and  c/m/d50(,_77„,) and  c185/d50, which have been almost identi-
fied with  ks/c150 to date, are also shown in this figure. On the calculation to 
obtain this figure, it has been assumed that a  =0.5 and a =1.0. Comparing the 
present estimation of k, with the experimental  data,"") the scatterings of ex-
perimental data are so appreciable that one cannot conclude which estimation 
is good, but the present estimation is at least more reasonable than those adopt-
ed previously. Moreover, the idea mentioned here to estimate the equivalent 
sand roughness is so general that it can be applied to a kind of artificial rough-
ness (see Appendix  B). 
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3.4 Critical tractive force for each grain size of sand mixture 
   According to the above arguments, the critical tractive force for each grain 
size of sand mixture is obtained based on the following equation. 
 r*,i/r*,0  =fE  (80  -  [ln  15.05/1n  415.05  (u/77e)  Ci}  ]  ' (48) 
The above equation is written for the case that  a= 0.5 and a  =1.0. On calcu-
lation of Eq.  (48)  ,  fE(go is given by Fig. 16, and  'Tie by Fig. 18. Moreover, 
as for  vm and  e„„ which is necessary to convert  e, in Fig. 16 to  Ci, and the 
variation of  Qm/71e and  ern against  6g—,1 are shown in Fig. 19 for a log-
normal and a log-linear (OPQR) types of grain size distribution. 
   Based on the above results, Fig. 20 is obtained for a log-normal distribu-
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tion, and the experimental results rearranged from the data by  Tsuchiya' and 
 Hirano' are also shown. The theoretical result and the experimental data show 
good agreement. Particularly, the present model gives a better estimation for 
coarser sands than Egiazaroff's equation.' 
    Additionally, Eq. (48) can be rewritten in another version. Namely, it is 
 rciire00,,(=  (r,kei/v,,,)  , and the calculated curve is shown in Fig. 21, where 
 ra is the critical tractive force for sand  di in sand mixture and room is that 
for uniform sand whose diameter is equal to dm. According to Fig. 20 and 
21, the present model can explain the difference of the critical tractive force 
for each grain size due to the difference of grain size distribution, and particles 
of  dm in sand mixture are easier to be dislodged than uniform sand which has 
diameter dm, if the present model is applied. The experimental data collected 
by  Tsuchiya" and Hayashi et  al.' are shown in Fig. 22, and the fact explained 
above is certified roughly. Although in the present model only particles resting 
on the rough bed have been considered as done in almost all of the previous 
models for uniform sand, the bed constitution cannot always be such an idealized 
one and it must change during sediment transportation. Therefore, the present 
model cannot be universally applied, and the actual sand bed condition and its 
change by sediment transport should be carefully investigated in future, though 
the present model suggests a favorable approach to this kind of problem. 
    Another problem is concerned with incipient motion of much finer particles. 
These particles existing with coarser particles may be lifted up by turbulence 
strongly distorted by coarser sands. By considering this effect and using a 
simplified model for pressure  fluctuation,' Fig. 23 has been obtained. The result 
of this model is somewhat similar to the modification of Egiazaroff's equation 
by Ashida and  Michiue.' However, it involves many ambiguous assumptions 
and it should be further improved in future. Additionally, some experimental 
data of critical tractive force for each grain  size'''.  in are also plotted in Fig. 23.
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4. Experimental Study on Characteristics of Sediment Motion for Each 
 Grain Size of Sand Mixture 
    In order to solve the sediment transport problem of sand mixtures reason-
ably, it is necessary to clarify the characteristic quantities of sand motion for 
each grain size. Therefore, the consistuent elements of bed load transport pro-
cess are experimentally investigated for each grain size. 
   Experiments were conducted in a tilting flume 9m long and 33 cm wide. 
Five kinds of sand mixtures, grain size distributions of which are shown in 
Fig. 24, were prepared, and alluvial bed for each sand mixture was carefully 
laid in the experimental flume. The alluvial bed was 3 m long, and its upstream 
and downstream parts were made of fixed rough beds in order to keep the 
same hydraulic roughness throughout the flume. 
    Over the alluvial part of the experimental flume, a movie camera was set 
to make a film of the alluvial bed and the sediment motion on it. The number 
of frames of  cinefilm per second was about  37--,38. The precise value was 
obtained by taking pictures of a stop-watch for each experimental run. The 
pictured area on the alluvial bed was about 15 cm square. The pictured films 
were analyzed by a dynamic frame (a film motion analyzer) and a sonic digitizer 
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         Fig. 24 Grain Size Distributions of Sand Mixtures Used in Experiments. 
                         Table 1 Experimental Conditions. 
 RUN  h  '  U Fr  le %) (aAec)u*dmiv r*M(d'n '42) mg 
                                                                                                    ( 
     (cm) (cm/sec)diY)  
 LA-1 7.27 46.5  0.55 0.0028 6.12 4.10  92 0.0462 0.210 0.225 1.44 
             LA-2 6.57 44.8 0.56 0.0033 5.70 4.29 97 0.0506 0.210 0.225 1.44 
              LA-3 7.11 47.0 0.56 0.0033 6.10 4.44 100 0.0542 0.210 0.225 1.44 
 LB-1 5.52 41.9 0.57 0.0033 4.86 3.96 100 0.0385 0.210 0.252 1.83 
             LB-2 6.41 45.9 0.58 0.0033 5.53 4.23 107 0.0439 0.210 0.252 1.83 
             LB-3 6.84 48.8 0.60 0.0033 5.81 4.34 109 0.0462 0.210 0.252 1.83 
             LB-4 8.56 55.8 0.61  0.0033 6.99 4.75 120 0.0554 0.210 0.252 1.83 
             LC-1 6.99 48.1 0.58 0.0033 5.96 4.39 119 0.0438 0.210 0.272 2.31 
             LC-2 7.11 47.4 0.57 0.0033 6.09 4.44 121 0.0448 0.210 0.272 2.31 
              LC-3 8.44 58.1 0.64 0.0033 6.80 4.69 128 0.0500 0.210 0.272 2.31 
 LC-4 5.01 43.7 0.30 0.0033 4.39 3.77 103 0.0323 0.210  0.272 2.31 
              LC-5 6.10 47.9 0.38 0.0033 5.24 4.11 112 0.0384 0.210 0.272 2.31 
              LC-6 6.38 51.5 0.42 0.0033 5.37 4.17 113 0.0395 0.210  0.272 2.31 
 1.0-1  6.35 48.3 0.61 0.0533 5.41 4.18 73 0.0617 0.150 0.175 1.91 
 10-2 8.26 53.5 0.59 0.0033 6.84 4.70 82 0.0781 0.150 0.175 1.91 
 10-3 9.99 56.7 0.57 0.0032 8.07 5.03 88 0.0894 0.150  0.175 1.91 
 10-4 11.24 61.7 0.59 0.0033 8.84 5.35 94 0.1011 0.150 0.175 1.91 
 10-5 8.93 69.4  0,74 0.0052 7.31 6.11 107 0.1319 0.150 0.175 1.91 
 10-6 10.32 64.1 0.64 0.0050 8.61 6.50 114 0.1493 0.150 0.175  1.91 
 LE-1 6.20 49.9 0.64 0.0033 5.24 4.12 94 0.0460 0.150 0.228 2.70 
 LE-2 7.72 56.5 0.65 0.0033 6.28 4.51 103 0.0552 0.150 0.228 2.70 
              LE-3 9.56 59.0 0.61 0.0029 7.46 4.60  105 0.0574 0.150 0.228 2.70 
              LE-4 11.52 60.7 0.57 0.0033 9.11  5.43 124 0.0800 0.150 0.228 2.70 
              LE-5 9.46 65.0 0.68 0.0050 7.86 6.21 142 0.1046 0.150 0.228 2.70 
              LE-6  13.88 59.5 0.51 0.0050 11.83 7.61 174 0.1517 0.150 0.228 2.70
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to obtain instantaneous positions of individual sand particles. Sand particles 
were colored by  5---,8 kinds of volatile ink in order that individual classes of 
grain size could be easily distinguished from one another. 
    The experimental conditions are indicated in Table 1, where h: flow depth, 
U: mean flow velocity, Fr: Froude number,  4: energy gradient of flow,  R,: 
hydraulic radius only due to bed roughness and v: kinematic viscosity of water. 
The measurements were finished before an appreciable armor coat had been 
formed in the measuring section. 
4.1 Sediment pick-up rate for each grain size 
    For uniform sand, a model to estimate the pick-up rate  ps was derived by 
the authors  previously,' and an approximated formula is written as 
 p8,_—_psAld/(6/p-1)g 
 =F,:k2B,C,  {  (ki sin  g  +  cos  (3)  /a}  .  r*  {1—  (r*,/r:,)  }  3 (49) 
where  B,,,=  (6/  p-1)  /  {  (6/  p  +  Cm)  (1  +42)},C.=(A2/2  A3)•  A,'  • CD,  A*  =  ub/u*, 
 F.k2: an experimental constant,  Cm: added mass coefficient of sand particle, k*d: 
gyration radius for the gravity center of a sand particle and  u*: friction velocity. 
In case of spherical uniform  sand,' 
               Fo-=-F.k,B.C.------_-0.03 (50) 
And, the pick-up rate for each grain size of sand mixture may be expressed by 
 Ps*i=-Psi'Vdi/  (6/p  —1)  g 
 =F0 (sin  gi/sin  go)  (Igo/  3i)  r*Ico  •  (rise  i/r4cci)  {1  —  r*ciir*i)  3 (51) 
where Eqs. (30) and (31) have been used. The validity of the above equation 
will be verified here experimentally. 
    By the film analysis, the relationship between the measured dimensionless 
pick-up rate  ps*, and the dimensionless bed shear stress  r*, has been obtained 
for each grain size, and it is shown in Fig. 25. In this figure, the experimental 
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data, which also involve the data rearranged from the experimental results ob-
tained by  Tsuchiye and Ashida et  al.,' are compared with the theoretical esti-
mation based on the present model, where it is assumed that  r*,,=- 
According to this figure, the estimation of pick-up rate for each grain size based 
on the present model seems to be successful, though some scatterings of the 
experimental data are found. 
4.2 Speed of moving particle for each grain size 
    In case of uniform sand, the average speed of bed load particles in motion 
can be comparatively well approximately by the equilibrium speed of sliding 
 motion."' This does not necessarily support the conjecture that most of particles 
are sliding along the bed, but in fact some particles are sliding, others are 
rolling or in saltation, and the instantaneous speed of a particle appreciably 
varies mainly due to collisions with bed protrusions as clarified by the authors' 
 research."' In case of sand mixture, if the above approximation is allowed for 
each grain size, the average speed of moving particles for each grain size  i/gi 
can be given as follows. 
 Ugi  _ ,/r*,115.05di VD, 2#A.8.  1 1                                           (52)  1/(6/p  —1) gdit \aleC  DA, 
where the logarithmic law for hydraulically rough flow is applied and  1C is the 
 Kaman constant.  /.1 is the dynamic friction coefficient, which is ,assumed to  be 
constant irrespectively of particle diameter, and the value of  # has been inves-
tigated in case of uniform sand to be about  0.35.18' The above equation will 
be here experimentally inspected. 
    By 16 mm film analysis, instantaneous particle speed for each grain size has 
been evaluated from the travelling distance during about 0.03 sec. Since this 
quantity is clearly a probablistic one, about a hundred samples for each grain 
size have been extracted and statistically analyzed. 
    The results for the averaged speed of moving particles for each grain size 
obtained by a film analysis are compared with the theoretical estimation based 
on the above model in Fig. 26. Due to the narrow range of  r,, in the ex-
periments, the adaptability cannot be necessarily concluded but the tendency of 
the experimental data for each grain size can be comparatively well explained. 
    On the other hand, the experimental data for the variation coefficient of 
particle speed for each grain size, which is represented by  avi, are shown in 
Fig. 27. Strictly speaking,  a„ seems to decrease with  z-,, for each grain size, 
and  a,, for finer particles seems larger for any value of Roughly speaking, 
the value of  a, is about  0.3--,0.6 and the difference of  a„ due to  6,, and 
di/dm is not so appreciable. In other words, the normalized statistical distri-
bution of particle speed is almost invariant though the mean value is different
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     Particle Speed. Size Mixture. 
for each  grairi size. The above statement is supported by Fig. 28, where norma-
lized probability density of particle speed for each grain size measured experi-
mentally is shown. The solid line in this figure is the probability density function 
of gamma distribution, the shape parameter of which is 5, and it is consistent 
with the experimental results. 
4.3 Number density of moving particles for each grain size 
   Though the concept of the number density of moving particles can be 
physically recognized, it is  difficult to measure it by a film motion analysis 
because even a moving particle must be at rest instantaneously or in one frame 
of  cinefilm. Therefore, the number density of moving particle,  vo, has been 
obtained from the transport rate,  q,,, and the average speed of moving particles 
according to the following equation. 
 vgi =q,i/tigiA,di3 (53) 
As the fraction of area on a bed occupied by the i-th size class particles can 
be represented by  p1, the number of particles of diameter  di exposed at the bed 
surface per unit area is  piA2cli2 and the probability of motion for a sand of  di 
is given by  n,i/pi, where n*,----vgiA,cli2. The relationship between  n,i/Pi and
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r*i is shown in Fig. 29. Comparing this figure with Fig. 26, the response of 
 n*i to  z-*, is more sensitive than that of figi to  r*,, and then, it can be concluded 
that the increase of transport rate due to that of bed shear stress depends 
mainly upon that of the number density of moving particles. However, it is 
difficult to make a physical model to estimate the number density because the 
number density at any point cannot be always related to the bed shear stress 
at that point uniquely. 
    In case of equilibrium sediment transport, it is easily conjectured that  n* 
must be intimately related to  p,*. As the data of the present experiments are 
expected to be those for equilibrium conditions, the relationship between  n*i/Pi 
and  p,*i has been investigated based on them and it is shown in Fig. 30. 
According to this figure, the following linear relationship has been found out. 
 ps*i=  0.037n*,/p, (54) 
4.4 Step length and its distribution for each grain size 
   The estimation of step length is also difficult because the step length may 
be determined by probabilistic repetition of collisions with bed  protrusions."' 
Therefore, based on the above results clarified mainly by experiments the chara-
cteristics of the mean step length will be investigated here. 
    From the equations to give the transport rate in equilibrium, the folowing 
equation can be obtained. 
 n*i/Pi=  (ili/r)o*i)A*i (55) 
where  Vg*i=reigi/  1/  (6/  p-1)gdi and If Eq. (54), which has been ex-
perimentally obtained, is approved,
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 Ai/Vg*i=const.---1/0.037=27 (56) 
Meanwhile, the ratio of  Ai to  ug*, can be written as follows. 
 Aiti),*i=  (Ai/77,i)  /  {di/  V  (6/  p—  1)  gdi} (57) 
The numerator of the right hand of the above equation represents the time 
for a sand particle to travel a distance  Ai, and this can be called the "moving 
period" of a step. On the other hand, the denominator of the right hand of 
Eq. (57) represents the time for a grain to move a distance equal to its dia-
meter by its terminal velocity. When these two characteristic times are repre-
sented by  T.  (.Ai/ugi) and Tf (.---cif,/ Al (0/ p— 1) gcli) respectively, Eq. (56) is 
rewritten as 
 T./Tf=27 (58) 
Though this result is interesting, its universal applicability has not been certified 
because the present experiments do not cover all the possible conditions. 
    By the way, the step length cannot be directly measured by a film analysis, 
because it is usually longer than the pictured region. Thus, most data for 
 mean step length have been obtained by an indirect method as explained  below: 
After qB,„i(-=---q,,,/, I (6 / p-1)gdia),  p,*, and  pi have been measured by a film 
analysis,  Ai has been indirectly obtained according to the following equation. 
 Ai=  (qB*i/Pi)  •  (A2/  AO  •  (1/P.*i) (59) 
Moreover, a part of the data have been obtained by direct measurements by 
eyes, where about a hundred samples for step length have been extracted for 
each grain size, and their mean has been calculated. These experimental data 
of mean step length for each grain size are compared with Eq. (56) in Fig. 31, 
and it is concluded that the mean step length for each grain size can be approxi-
mately estimated by Eqs. (56) and  (52). 
    Sediment transport of sand mixture easily degenerates non-equilibrium, and 
not only the mean step length but also its distribution must play important roles 
in such a case. Hence, the distribution of step length for each grain size has 
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ties of mixed sand bed have been investi- ture. 
gated. At first, the relationship between 
the aistribution of materials exposed at bed surface, which is intimately related 
to bed load motion and subsequent change of bed constitution, and that of 
entire mixture has been inspected, and some examples have been shown.  Fur-
thermore, more concrete properties such as relative height of individual exposed 
particle and its angle of escape have been investigated by a derived simulation 
method. 
   In chapter 3, incipient motion of bed particles for each grain size has been 
theoretically investigated, and it has been clarified that the so-called critical 
tractive force for each grain size is determined by the statistical situation of 
exposed particle and the so-called equivalent sand roughness of mixed sand bed. 
Here, a new model to estimate the equivalent sand roughness has been reasonably 
derived using the concept of "equivalent size of non-uniform particles." The 
critical tractive force for each grain size obtained as a result of this chapter 
may give a better estimation than Egiazaroff's model particularly in case of the
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coarser part of sand mixture. Moreover the present model can explain the 
effect of the shape of grain size distribution, which has not been considered 
to date. 
    In Chapter 4, experimental investigations on the characteristics of bed load 
motion for each grain size of sand mixture are explained. This chapter is based 
on the measurements of the constituent elements of bed load transport process 
for each grain size by a 16 mm  film analysis. The sediment pick-up rate and the 
particle speed for each grain size can be well explained by physical models 
derived here. Furthermore, the number density of moving particles and the 
step length have been investigated and some instructive relationships have been 
experimentally obtained. 
    The information obtained in this study must be available for recognizing 
the internal structure of sediment transport process of sand mixtures, and they 
may be applied to analyses of some phenomena such as armoring process observed 
in alluvial streams composed of sand mixtures. 
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Appendix A—Three-Dimensional Effect on Bed Constitution 
    Here, idealized three dimensional situations of bed constitutions are con-
sidered, and Eqs. (27) and (28) will be improved. 
    At first, two-dimensional arrangements of uniform size particles on a plane 
are considered as a basic rough bed, meanwhile in the section 2.3, one dimen-
sional arrangement has been considered. Then, the following patterns of ar-
rangements of identical spherical particles can be considered as shown in Fig. 
A. Next, a particle of diameter ck is considered to be placed on the particles 
              n=4 n=5 
                                 n=3 
      C 
            __ • T'— 40•--T,  ‘Nle— T. 
            (a)  1 (b)  1 (c) 
             Fig. A Basic Patterns of Particles Arrangements(Plane View). 
of diameter k arranged in the above patterns. The height of the center of the 
placed particle represented by y, and the other symbols are defined as shown 
in Fig. B. Consulting with Fig. B, the following can be derived: 
 y/k=  (1  +c)2—  4  (A/k)2,  A/k=  1/  (2 sin  0),  0  =7r/n (a) 
where n is the number of angles of a polygon which forms a basic pattern of 
arrangement  (n=3,  4,  5), and  0 is an angle formed by a side of the polygon and 
the line T-T', which is perpendicular to the line  P-0'. The point P is 
one of vertices of the polygon, and the point  0' is the foot of the perpendicular 
from the center of the placed particle to the plane involving the polygon. 
When the placed particle moves along the plane DPO', the angle of escape 
becomes maximum. The point D represents the position of the center of the 
placed particle. In fact, however, the moving plane of the placed particle is 
not always on DPO' but it can revolve around an axis DO'. When the angle 
formed by the line  P-0' and the intersecting line between the moving plane 
and the plane involving the polygon is to be represented by the symbol 0, the
28 H. NAKAGAWA, T. TSUJIMOTO and S. NAKANO 
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angle of escape  6 becomes a function of 0. 
   For simplicity, the case of n  = 3 will be considered as shown in Fig. C  (a)  . 
The moving plane of the placed particle is parallel with the x-z plane, and 
the angle of escape  g  (0) is equal to the revolving angle of a tetrahedron  E-
OBC with respect to the y-axis in order to satisfy the condition where the 
trigon  ODB is perpendicular to the  x-y plane. The coordinates of the points 
D' and B are given as D' (A cos 0, A sin 0, 0) and  B  (k sin  (0  -  , k cos  (0—  0)  , 
 0)  , respectively. The point D' is the foot of the perpendicular from the point 
D to the plane OBC, and the situation where  0<0<0 is considered here. When 
the tetrahedron D-OBC revolves by an angle  13 around the y-axis, the points 
B, C, D and D' are to be translated to the points  Ba,  C8, D8 and  Da', respec-
tively (see Fig. C  (b)  )  . Namely,  Da' (A cos 0 cos  (3, A sin 0, A cos 0 sin  8)  , and 
Ba (k sin  (0-0) cos  3, k cos  (0—  0)  , k cos  (0—  0) sin  8)  . When the coordinate of 
the point D is to be represented by (a, A sin 0,  , the following relation 
should be valid. 
                (A cos  0  cos  Q-  a)  + (A cos  O  sin  16—  r)  2=  y2 (b) 
Because the line  0-Da' is perpendicular to the line  Da-Da', 
            (A cos 0 sin  (3 —  7.) / (A cos 0 cos - a)  }  • tan  8 = -1 (c) 
From Eqs. (b) and  (c)  , the coordinate of the point D can be expressed by 0 
and  8. Particularly, 
 a  =  A  cos  0  cos  —  y  sin  8 (d) 
 If  3 is an angle of escape, the trigon  ODB is perpendicular to the x-y plane
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and then the orthogonal projection of the point  Do' to the x-y plane, that of 
the point B and the point 0 must be on a line. Hence, the following equation 
should be valid. 
        (A cos 0 cos  5—  y sin  5)/A sin  0=  sin  (0  —  0)  cos  5/cos  (0-0) (e) 
Consequently, the following equation is obtained. 
 5  (0) = arctan [A {cos  0—tan  (0-0) sin 0} /y]  (f) 
In the above equation, y, A and  0 have already obtain in Eq.  (a). 
   In Fig. D, the results for the height of the placed particles given by Eq. 
(a) are illustrated for the cases  n  =3, 4 and 5. The result of one dimensional 
model, for which Eq. (27) is obtained in the section 2.3 of this paper, is also 
indicated. Moreover, the relation expressed by Eq. (f) is illustrated in Fig. E, 
where the experimental results using glass beads are also shown. Particularly 
in case of uniform particles, the distribution of  8 after removing the condition 
for 0, which is assumed to be distributed at random, is shown as an accumulated 
probability for each value of n, in Fig. F. On the other hand, the experimental 
data for a glass bead on a rough bed composed of similar  particles' are shown 
in Fig. G. In this experiment, the inclination of the rough bed was increased 
gradually and the probability that free particles on the bed start to move was 
measured. According to the experimental data,  3040% for  20°<5<350;  40% 
for  35°<5<45°; and 15% for  5>50°, roughly. Meanwhile, the distribution 
of  a obtained by the present model is limited in its range for each value of n; 
 20°<5<=35° for the case of  n=3, ----..-35°<5<45° for the case of  n=4  and 
 =52°<5<----58° for the case of  n  =  5. Consequently, if the pattern of the arrange-
ment of particles composing the rough bed is any of the idealized states,  n=3, 
4 or 5, locally, the probability of arrangement of n-gon,  fa., has been estimated 
as follows. 
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Using the above values for  L and Fig. F, a semi-theoretical curve can be 
drawn on Fig. G, which is indicated by a solid line. According to the above 
consideration, the average value of angle of escape for uniform particle is about 
 36°,---40° and it is larger than that obtained in the section 2.3 by one-dimensional 
model. Additionally, for the case of actual sand bed, this value may be further 
larger due to the geometry of actual sand. 
Appendix B—Equivalent Sand Roughness of Artificial Roughness 
    In the section 3.3 of this paper, a new method to determine the equivalent 
sand roughness of rough bed composed of sand mixture has been proposed, and 
this model will be here applied to artificial two-dimensional roughness, which 
is illustrated in Fig. II. The symbols K, b and t are defined as shown in Fig. 
H. 
   Applying the idea on the equivalent size, as mentioned in section 3.3 of 
this paper, to this case, the equivalent sand roughness  ks=acle can be obtained 
by solving the following equation: 
            CDpuLA2de2 1 CA„2(v„,b,) 1                  ——D AN 1,-bAJ' • (h) 
 2 A2c1,2  2 b+t 
where the subscript A represents the value with respect to artificial roughness 
element, and  y, is the height of the theoretical wall from the lowest bed surface. 
The theoretical wall is here assumed to be defined as the plane beneath which 
the volume equals that of the upper layer of the roughness elements, as sug-
gested for the case of the clossly-packed hexagonal arrangement of hemispheres 
by Bennedict et  al.' Then, 
 yb=  Kt/  (B+  t) (i) 
If the local velocity  USA is assumed to be that at the height  cz,(K—y,) given 
by the logarithmic law,  k, is obtained as follows. 
 k,/  30.1a,  (1  —  K)/  (30.1a/a)  (j)
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where 
 B2 =  (6  ACDA/  SOCD)  •  {Kb/ (b + t)  2} (k) 
Though  Ei and  CDt have been assumed to be identical irrespectively  of sand dia-
meter in case of sand mixture,  EA and CDA in this case must be quite different 
from  eo and CD respectively. It is assumed that  CDA=1.0 according to the ex-
periment by Hirano et  al.,' where the representative velocity for drag coefficient 
has been regarded as the velocity at the top of the roughness element and then 
 a  A  =1.0. On the other hand, the sheltering effect is considered by a simplified 
model as explained below. In the case of artificial roughness element shown 
in Fig. H, the separation zone of flow in the downstream of a roughness element 
may be assumed as illustrated in Fig. I. The length of such a separation zone 
is experimentally known to be about  7,--,8 times the roughness height, and then, 
 eA is assumed to be expressed by 
 1  (1/m)  •  (b  /K)  (b  /K  <m)  S  A= (1)           1.0  (b/K>  m) 
where  m=7-‘43. Though the above estimation is too rough, it is the ratio of 
the sheltering coefficients to be considered, and then,  So should be obtained by
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the similar way. For simplicity, idealized conditions as shown in Fig. J are 
considered, where particle A or A' is the main particle. This particle A or 
A' is to be sheltered by only the particle B or the particles C and D, respec-
tively. Considering the decrease of the projected area for flow of the particle 
A or A' and that  60 can be obtained by the similar way to the above discussion; 
 60=0.321 or 0.278, respectively for A and A'. Therefore, the average value 
of  60 may be determined as 0.30. Consequently, the relationship between  ks,,, 
 .ks/K and  b*--=.b/K can be estimated with a parameter as shown in 
Fig. K. On calculation, it is assumed that  aA=  1.0,  a=  3.0,  m  =8.0 and  E  =  0.30. 
In Fig. K, the experimental data collected by  Johnson,'  Adachi and 
Hirano et  al.' are also shown. According to this figure, the equivalent sand 
roughness is underestimated appreciably in the case where  14 is large. The 
reason for this tendency is that the skin friction is not considered in the present 
model, but this effect is dominant when the number density of roughness elements 
is small. Considering this effect, the experimental data may be explained well 
by the method derived in this appendix. 
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